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 Automatic control systems’ applications in marine engineering include many differences, compared to other 1 

engineering controller systems. It is important to identify the features of sensors, communication type, control 2 

algorithm type, and controller systems for measurement, and real-time control processes according to an application 3 

area in the maritime industry. Measurement, signal processing, communication, modelling, and prototyping for marine 4 

vehicles’ control systems were reviewed respectively in the following subsections.  5 

1.1 Marine vehicles’ motion and position measurement 6 

Determination of sensors for marine vehicles’ motion and position measurement depends on application areas such as 7 

sea surface and underwater vehicles. In addition to these, tank and open sea test types are other criterions to identify the 8 

sensors.  9 

1.1.1 Sea surface vehicles’ motion and position measurement 10 

Sensors are used as feedback signals in closed-loop controller systems, and/or to check manually in open control 11 

systems. Global Positioning System (GPS), gyroscopes, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), Attitude and Heading 12 

Reference System (AHRS), a ship’s speed measurement relative to the water, wind direction, wind speed, echo sounder, 13 

etc. are utilized in the maritime industry. 14 

Accuracy, resolution, bandwidth, etc. features of a sensor must be evaluated while choosing according to system 15 

requirements. The system requirements are such as a system’s response time, a closed-loop controller time, sample time 16 

and error tolerance value. A high-performance sensor should have a fast response time, stable output, and without noise 17 

signals.  18 

  IMU sensors are used for measuring ship motions, linear acceleration, angular rate, and angular position. Low drift, 19 

and high reliability features of an IMU sensor must be considered. Numerical integration causes the drift of IMU 20 

sensor. There are many low price IMU sensors in industry, but they have high drift during long run hours. The high 21 

reliability feature of an IMU shows that it can be run over a long period, for instance >20000 hours.  22 

There are two types of IMU sensors. The first type of IMU consists of accelerometers and gyroscopes. Typically, each 23 

sensor has from two to three degrees of freedom defined for x, y, and z axis. Combining both sensors will total up four 24 

to six degrees of freedom (DOF). Angles (pitch, roll) can be measured from both sensors, so both data can be calibrated 25 

to get more accurate data. Yaw angle can only be measured by a gyroscope. The advantage of this type IMU is that it 26 

will not be affected by external magnetic fields. However, depending on two type of sensors may not be enough to 27 

increase the accuracy of output data, due to the sensors’ noise, and the drift of the gyroscope. The second type of IMU 28 

consists of an accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer to obtain measurements in three different axes, making a 29 
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total of 9 DOF. The magnetometer is used to measure yaw angle rotation, so yaw angle can be calibrated by both a 1 

gyroscope, and a magnetometer (Ahmed, et al., 2013).  2 

The key difference between IMU and AHRS is that an AHRS has the addition of on-board processing system. Non-3 

linear estimation such as an Extended Kalman Filter is typically used to calculate attitude and heading information. 4 

GPS provides global position of x- and y-axes, and relative speed of a ship. However, it gives about 2-3 s delayed 5 

result, and its nominal accuracy is 5-10 m. Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) uses a network of fixed 6 

ground based stations, so its nominal accuracy is improved about 5-10 cm, but it can be used only the coast areas. 7 

A ship’s speed measurement before GPS is important to the navigation system. Dead reckoning position calculation 8 

depends on a ship’s heading and speed. A ship’s speed can be measured relative to either the seabed or to the water 9 

flowing past the hull (water reference speed). The speed logging methods are the pressure tube log, electromagnetic log, 10 

and Doppler speed log (Tetley and Calcutt, 2001).  11 

1.1.2 Underwater vehicles’ localization system 12 

Localization and dynamic position control of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) are very important subjects 13 

while AUVs are operated as  hover style and flight style such as path following, target tracking control applications for 14 

underwater construction, maintanence, also underwater mapping. Other important subject, energy efficiency can be 15 

obtained by using succesfull localization and dynamic position control because of preventing drifts.  16 

Data fusion of sensors for navigation was studied extensively in the literature, because localization of AUVs is ongoing 17 

problem. The most common underwater navigation includes Doppler Velocity Log Sensors (DVL),  Ultra Short Baseline 18 

(USBL)/Long Baseline (LBL) with IMU. The integration of DVL/IMU for underwater vehicle was studied in (Chong-19 

Moo Lee, et al., 2005) using multisensor Kalman Filtering. DVL-based navigation causes the drift in the position estimate, 20 

and this even more difficult in long-range AUV navigation more than 300m. So, a DVL is hardly used alone for 21 

underwater navigation, it is combined with other sensors for example acoustic sensors (Bandara et al., 2016). USBL and 22 

LBL-based navigation systems of AUVs are explained comperatively, and indicated drawbacks of USBL during ice are 23 

docking (Plueddemann et al., 2012).  24 

Localization of AUVs was calculated online based on Kalman Filtering  by using IMU and laser-based vision system. 25 

These experimental studies were applied in a tank, but measurement range by using laser-based vision feedback was very 26 

short distance such as from 30cm to 5m, and computer vision feedback was carried out at low frequency (Karras, et al., 27 

2011; Cain and  Leonessa, 2012).  28 
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USBL/LBL acoustic position measurement system doesn’t work correctly for localization of AUVs in the tank tests such 1 

as control algorithm verifying purpose, because of wall effects. Also, range of localization of AUV by using vision 2 

feedback is very short and vision feedback frequency is very low. Dead reckoning method including DVL/IMU may 3 

cause  drifts of AUV motion. Consequently, integration of  2 or 3-echosounding altimeters to IMU and pressure depth 4 

sensor on AUV  can be used to localize of AUV in the tank tests.   2-echosounding altimeters adding on AUV enables to 5 

measure positions of  X-, and Y-axes, so localization of AUV  can be obtained Fig. 1.a. Frequency range of an altimeter 6 

is 1-4 Hz, and distance range  feedback of it is 5-100 m. if a magnotometer has big drifts during the tank tests, 3-7 

echosounding altimeter can be used to measure yaw angle, as well Fig. 1.b. Also, an echosounding altimeter has lower 8 

price than DVL. 9 

                                 10 
Fig. 1.a. 2-echosounding altimeter integrating       Fig. 1.b. 3-echosounding altimeter integrating 11 

to AUV localization.          to AUV localization. 12 

In addition to these, an echosounding altimeter would be used to keep distance control on AUVs in real environment 13 

areas for example during flight style operation of AUVs in shallow coastal and under ice areas, also during docking of 14 

AUVs, because USBL measurement system may not work correctly near shore. These would be provided collision 15 

avoidence of AUVs from fix and dynamic targets. 16 

1.2. Noise, derivative problems, and filtering methods 17 

In real-time, closed-loop control applications, there are problems such as noisy measurements and derivative processes. 18 

A variety of filtering methods are available to make noisy measurements smooth in the literature. A simple filtering 19 

method is that noisy measurement may be filtered by averaging the sampled data. Butterworth filters are frequency 20 

based digital filters. They include cut-off frequency, low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, etc. The common problem 21 

encountered in using Butterworth filters is the phase delay problem (Butterworth, 1930). 22 

Furthermore, Kalman filter is widely used in time series for signal processing. Complementary filtering (CF) may be 23 

another method to be obtained accurate and stable data from an AHRS based on low-cost MEMS 24 

(microelectromechanical systems) provided that high frequency such as 100 Hz is applied (Wang, et al., 2014). 25 

The Kalman filter is applied not only in signal processing but also in the estimation of velocity. However, Kalman filter 26 

is a model-based approach that requires the target velocity trajectory, so it cannot be applied to the case where arbitrary 27 
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velocity is measured.  The derivation of position signal data may be needed because of reducing feedback signals, or 1 

not having an alternative sensor for measuring velocity. A general derivative process is the Euler method, but this 2 

method may not give accurate results. An efficient velocity estimation algorithm is Enhanced Differentiator (ED) (Su, 3 

et al., 2006). 4 

1.3. Data transfer and communication types 5 

The sensors feature different means of communication such as analog, RS232/RS485, usb, NMEA 0183/ 2000, ethernet 6 

etc. Although most of these communication types are the same as general engineering applications, NMEA is a specific 7 

protocol for the maritime industry. A digital signal is preferred to an analog signal, because an analog signal has a 8 

disadvantage for long distances during transferring data between a controller and feedback signals. Data transfer time of 9 

a common communication must be enough for sampling time, and closed loop time of a real-time application.  10 

Communication systems in a maritime application are CANopen (CAN), NMEA, MODBUS, PROFIBUS, PROFINET, 11 

Ethernet TCP/IP, EtherCAT protocols. The maritime automation systems can be very complex, it is generally structured 12 

into three hierarchical levels such as field-level networks, control-level networks, and information-level networks 13 

(Bachmann, 2015).  14 

The field-level communication includes sensors, and actuators. The task of the field-level communication is to transfer 15 

data between sensors, actuators, and the technical process. The data can be digital, analogue, or serial. The serial 16 

communications are RS232, RS422, RS485. Those are point-to-point communication methods. Field level networks are 17 

a variable category. Choosing the right network depends on a variety of specifications such as message size, response 18 

time, etc. In maritime industry, the fieldbus networks are CANopen, NMEA0183/2000 (Djiev, 2015).  19 

The control level networks are used between controllers such as Programming Logic Controllers (PLCs). Also, they are 20 

preferred for distributed control systems (DCS), and Human Machine Interface (HMI) units. The control level networks 21 

are MODBUS, PROFIBUS, PROFINET, Ethernet TCP/IP, EtherCAT. The information level is the top level of a 22 

maritime automation system. The information level network gathers the management information, and manages the 23 

whole automation system. Ethernet networks connects other maritime networks.  24 

A speed of a CAN network is up to 1 Mbit/sec. Its average message takes 130 µsec per node. A CAN network supports 25 

up to 128 nodes. Its update rate is approximately 1 KHz. Cycle time range of CAN bus system is about 20-100 ms. The 26 

cycle time of data transfer in communication can be varied according to Input/Output (I/O) nodes. RS232 serial 27 

communication is an economical single-axis solution. Its total message time is up to 1.3 ms. RS232 messages can be 28 

longer than CAN, but it is much slower than a 1 Mbit/s CAN bus. RS485 serial communication can support multiple-29 
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axis nodes up to 32. Its messages can be longer than CAN. Total message time and reply is 174 µsec. This is the same 1 

as a 1 Mbit/s CAN bus. NMEA 0183/2000 can be generally used for a GPS communication interface. Its update time is 2 

up to 10 Hz (Talbot and Ren, 2009; Servo2go, 2013).  If NMEA 0183/2000 is used as communication interface for 3 

multiple nodes, its cycle time is min. 1 s. 4 

PROFIBUS has certain protocol features that let certain versions of it operate in multi-master mode on RS-485, while 5 

MODBUS could be only single master. However, MODBUS can operate on Ethernet including multiple masters while 6 

PROFIBUS cannot operate on Ethernet. MODBUS is a very simple, easy-to-use protocol according to PROFIBUS, 7 

when it connects a controller to one smart device in a point-to-point configuration. However, MODBUS may have 8 

problems in multi-vendor applications. The transmission rate of MODBUS is up to 1 Mb/s. PROFIBUS network has up 9 

to 12 Mb/s transmission rate, and its cycle time is lower than 2 msec. PROFINET operating on Ethernet is different 10 

from PROFIBUS, and its transmission message capacity is a maximum of 100 Mb/s. The Ethernet network has 11 

approximately 10 Mbit/s, and a maximum 1 KHz update time. EtherCAT, a high-performance Ethernet-based network 12 

protocol has up to 200 Mbit/sec transmission rate. Its cycle times can reach less than 1 KHz (Knezic and Ivanovic, 13 

2013).  14 

1.4. Modelling of marine vehicles’ dynamics for control applications 15 

A nonlinear mathematical model of ship motions which have six degrees of freedom would be desired to design a 16 

controller. There are several modelling approaches available for simulation purposes. The selection of modelling 17 

approach might be the nonlinear modelling which is relatively complicated but may represent actual dynamics better. 18 

When structure of the model is readily available for the specific type of sample ship, coefficients may be determined by 19 

utilizing data collected by model tests or full-scale sea trials. Linearized models, such as transfer functions or state-20 

space models, might be adequate for the initial control design. However simulation results may greatly differ from 21 

actual system responses. 22 

Perez and Blanke reviewed the models for describing the motion of a ship in four degrees of freedom as surge, sway, 23 

roll, and yaw for control applications in their report. The nonlinear, and linearized state space hydrodynamic models of 24 

two ships as a container, and a naval vessel were presented in the report. The nonlinear hydrodynamic models were 25 

validated with full scale experiments. In conclusion, the nonlinear models were described the dynamic response of the 26 

ships more accurately than the linear models. However, the linear models performed well in the range of the natural 27 

frequency, but their behaviour departed from the nonlinear counter parts at low frequencies. Therefore, using models 28 
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fitted at different frequencies is proposed. In addition to this, some parameters are more sensitive than other parameters, 1 

so using these parameters in the linearized models is suggested in the report (Perez and Blanke, 2002).  2 

Modelling methods of ship motions are white box modelling as fluid structure interaction methods based on Navier-3 

Stokes equations, grey box modelling including a partial theoretical structure with experiment data, and black box 4 

modelling using only experiment data. Although white box modelling can promise reliable prediction of ship motions, 5 

this method isn’t practical to use for control design purposes because of its time consuming. Grey and black box 6 

modelling studies are called as System Identification (SI) method in multidisciplinary area, and SI method has shown a 7 

good level accuracy according to empirical and theoretical methods (Ljung, 1999).  8 

A ship roll motion mathematical model depending on pitch and heave motions was studied according to grey box 9 

method for a ship roll motion reduction control design (Ertogan, et al., 2016). Also, a hydraulic system for actuating 10 

ship stabilizer fin system was modelled according to grey box method, as well (Zihnioglu, et al., 2016). Furthermore, a 11 

coupled mathematical model for pitch-surge motions of a high speed craft was studied by using black box method 12 

(Ertogan, et al., 2017). 13 

1.5. Marine mechatronic systems' prototyping and control 14 

There are a variety of controller systems, such as analogue electronic card, microcontrollers, microprocessors, and 15 

embedded microprocessors such as PLCs, industrial PCs, for the maritime industry. Memory requirement, cycle time, a 16 

number of I/O nodes, I/O message transfer capacity and time, and communication options must be taken into account 17 

for a maritime application while identifying a controller type. A cost factor is another evaluation factor during choosing 18 

a controller. The controllers in marine equipment have to work continuously, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, so they 19 

must not be interrupted. It would also be preferable to save the histories of their operations, so that the system can be 20 

diagnosed or debugged.  21 

The actuator systems also have various options such as hydraulic, pneumatic, and electric systems. Space-saving, ease-22 

of-operation and maintenance specifications should be taken into account during the selection of an actuator system. 23 

Tests of marine engineering controllers during the research process must be done because of the evaluation of systems’ 24 

performances, and safety.  25 

In addition to these, a marine equipment has to have maritime certifications as well as CE certificates. A chosen 26 

controller and an actuator must work in variable environmental conditions such as high temperature, air humidity, salt 27 

spray, etc., so they have to have high International Protection (IP) standards for marine applications. Both the 28 
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certification and IP standards must be taken into account while transition process from a prototype production to series 1 

production. 2 

In the literature, there are less studies on marine mechatronic systems’ prototyping than theoretical studies. Some of 3 

them are given as examples in this part. A remote controlled an in-scale fast-ferry model was constructed for autopilot 4 

design purpose (Valesco, et al., 2013). A torpedo-shaped, and fully-actuated underwater robotic vehicle (URV) 5 

prototype was developed to be performed environmental survey and surveillance task in range shallow water (Xianbo, 6 

et al., 2017). Also, a continuous control design method is proposed for the URV during transition between fully-7 

actuated and under-actuated throughout changing speed profiles (Xianbo, et al., 2015). Furthermore, another fully 8 

actuated autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) named as Delphin2 was developed at the University of Southampton 9 

to provide a test bed for research in marine robotics (Phillips, et al., 2009). 10 

An ship roll motion reduction control system was set up, and an advanced controller was developed (Ertogan, et al., 11 

2016). Then, a hydraulic and fin mechanic system for actuating ship stabilizer fin system prototype was developed and 12 

constructed, as well (Ertogan, et al., 2015; Zihnioglu, et al., 2016). Furthermore, a trim control system was installed on 13 

a high speed craft to improve an optimum trim controller (Ertogan, et al., 2015, 2017). 14 

In this paper, mathematical modelling, and operations, measurement, and control of the applied marine mechatronic 15 

systems are briefly reviewed, after their setups are described in the next sections. Presented the methods, and the 16 

required characteristics of the control systems are proved with the results obtained by the simulation and test studies. 17 

2.  Applied mechatronic systems’ setups 18 

An advanced controller for a ship roll motion reduction fin system was designed in the first stage of the projects. An 19 

active stabilizer fin system actuated by a hydraulic system was installed on Marti. The specifications of the full-scale 20 

experimental setup are given in Section 2.1. A hydraulic and fin-shaft mechanic systems of a stabilizer active fin system 21 

was developed in the second stage of the projects. Furthermore, a fin – shaft system of a stabilizer fin system was 22 

produced. As a result of the studies, the prototype of the full active fin stabilizer system was assembled, and installed on 23 

Volcano 71. The specifications of the prototype are given in Section 2.2. In the recent finalized project, an optimal 24 

automatic trim control of a high-speed craft was studied. This control system was applied on an interceptor, and a trim 25 

tab systems. An interceptor, and a trim tab systems were installed on Volcano71 for sea trial tests. The specifications of 26 

the test apparatus for the trim control system are given in Section 2.3. 27 

2.1 Ship roll motion reduction control system 28 
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The advanced controller of the ship roll motion reduction system was implemented on Marti a displacement-type ship 1 

owned by Istanbul Technical University. A   hydraulically actuated fin stabilizer system was mounted on Marti, as 2 

shown in Fig. 2. The particulars of Marti are as follows: length overall LOA=16.5 m, length on the waterline LWL=15.5 3 

m, moulded beam BM=4.5 m, moulded depth D=2.29 m. Hydrostatic characteristics of the ship are displacement 4 

∆=30.94 tons, draft T=1.36 m, natural period 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜=4 s, metacentric height 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����=0.5 m for mid-voyage load condition. The 5 

ship’s engine power is 170 BHP, reaching a maximum speed of 9 knots. The propulsion system has a three bladed, 80 6 

cm diameter propeller. 7 

 8 

Fig. 2. Marti was launched after the installation of the fin stabilizer system. 9 

The actuator system of the ship roll motion reduction system has a pair of hydrodynamic fiberglass fins, a hydraulic 10 

vane pump, and a pair of servo hydraulic valves and cylinders. The active fin stabilizer system’s features are as follows: 11 

the fin surface area of 𝐴𝐴𝑓𝑓 = 0.232 𝑚𝑚2, the hydraulic working pressure of P=70 bars, the electric motor power of W=3 12 

kW, A pair of proportional valves with a Linear Variable Differential Transformer (LVDT) type feedback sensor. A 13 

pair of analogue PID controlled driver circuits were used to provide servo control of the hydraulic system by using 14 

LVDT of a pair of proportional valves, and the fins’ angular position feedback sensors.  15 

A mobile workstation with a dual-core, 2.66 GHz processor, 32 bit operation system, and 4 GB RAM was used for 16 

laboratory work and sea trials. An industrial embedded microprocessor unit, UEISIM300TM with Linux operating 17 

system, 400 Mhz & 32 bit processing unit, 128 MB RAM, 2 GB memory, and a 5 kHz update rate was used for data 18 

acquisition, data logging and real-time control. Data communication between the computer and I/O system was 19 

provided with RS232. Ethernet protocol was used to follow real-time processing on a PC. The I/O system of the 20 

industrial embedded microprocessor unit includes Analog Input (AI), Analog Output (AO), and Digital Input/Output 21 
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(DIO) boards. The ship’s roll and pitch angles at maximum ±75°were measured using a dual-axis analog tilt sensor, 1 

Crossbow CXTA02TM with a resolution of 0.05°.  2 

2.2 Ship active roll motion reduction hydraulically actuated fin system 3 

The prototype of the active fin stabilizer system was assembled and installed on Volcano 71, as shown in Fig. 3. 4 

Volcano 71 is a high speed craft. It has a deep V form. The other particulars of Volcano 71 are as follows: length 5 

overall LOA=10.86 m, length on the waterline LWL=9.4 m, beam B=3.3 m, depth D=1.15 m, deadrise angle 𝛽𝛽 = 16°. 6 

Hydrostatic characteristics of it are displacement ∆=5.351 tons, draft T=0.45 m, metacentric height 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����=0.64 m, natural 7 

period 𝑤𝑤𝑜𝑜=3 s for mid-voyage load condition. Its sterndrive engine power is 2x385 BHP reaching a maximum speed of 8 

40 knots. 9 

 10 

Fig. 3. The fin stabilizer system’s prototype was assembled on Volcano 71. 11 

A hydraulic system was assembled with a pair of asymmetric cylinders having a 20 cm2 cap and 15 cm2 rod side areas 12 

with 10 cm stroke, a pair of four-way, and three-position critically centred proportional valves. A pair of analogue PID 13 

controlled driver cards for servo controlled valves, a pair of five kΩ potentiometers for measuring the angular position 14 

of the fins were used. The hydraulic system also consists of 1 pressure compensated variable displacement pump, 1 15 

pressure relief valve, filters, tank. The particulars of the variable displacement pump are a maximum pressure of 16 

Pmax=90 bar, and a flow speed Q=10 lt/min. The fin surface area of the stabilizer fin system is Af=0.18 m2. The electric 17 

motor power of the hydraulic system is 1.5 kW. The assembly of the hydraulically actuated stabilizer active fin system 18 

installed on Volcano 71, and the hydraulic system of schema are shown in Fig. 4.a and 4.b respectively. 19 
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                                           1 

Fig. 4.a. The hydraulic system’s installation on Volcano 71.                        Fig. 4.b. The hydraulic system’s scheme 2 

A PLC, Allen-Bradley 1769-CompactLogix controller was used in this project, because it has a certificate, flexible 3 

programming, and a user interface panel. The controller with certificate was preferred, taking into consideration that the 4 

next stage in the series production status. It has 1 MB user memory, 1 GB secure digital memory card. Its cycle time is 5 

1ms. It has a dual port ethernet communication. It has continuous, and periodic controller tasks. The programming 6 

languages of it are Ladder, Structured Text, and Function Block. 7 

The I/O expansions of the PLC are digital input/output, and adjustable analog input/output modules. The analog input 8 

module has 8 input channels, differential or single-ended, 16 bit resolution, and input range selection for each channel 9 

such as 0-20, 4-20 mA, and 0-5, 1-5, 0-10, ±10 V. The analog output module has 4 output channels, single-ended, 14 bit 10 

resolution, and adjustable out range selection. In addition to the dual-axis analogue tilt sensor, a single axis analog 11 

gyroscope was used for measuring roll velocity values. The standard range full scale of the gyro is ± 90° 𝑠𝑠⁄ . 12 

2.3 Trim control system of a high speed craft 13 

An optimum trim control of a high speed craft was studied in the recent finalized project. A pair of interceptor systems, 14 

and a pair of trim tab systems were installed on Volcano71 for the real-time applications, as shown in Fig. 5. The blade 15 

size and stroke of the interceptor are 430 mm, and 50 mm, respectively. The size of the trim tab’s plate is 450 mm x 250 16 

mm. The pulse width modulation (PWM) drivers were provided for the interceptor and trim tab systems.                         17 

The mobile computer and the industrial embedded microprocessor unit with I/O electronic cards were used for 18 

measurement and control. Their specifications are defined in Section 2.1. In addition to this, the serial module was 19 

added to the embedded controller. 20 

 21 
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 1 
 2 
Fig. 5. An interceptor and a trim tab systems were mounted on Volcano 71  3 
 4 

                                                                           5 

A GPS-aided inertial measurement unit (IMU), Microstrain 3DM-GX4-45TM including triaxial accelerometer, 6 

gyroscope, magnetometer, was chosen because of its ability to measure a ship’s dynamics, and speed. The measurement 7 

range of the IMU’s outputs are ±5 g with 0.1 mg resolution, and ± 300° 𝑠𝑠⁄  with 0.008° 𝑠𝑠⁄  resolution. Its data output rate 8 

is 1 Hz to 500 Hz. Its GPS data output rate is 1 Hz to 4 Hz. The IMU’s communication interface is RS232 protocol. The 9 

GPS-integrated IMU was used for modelling a ship’s dynamics to design the controller. The GPS alone was provided 10 

for final prototype production. Its communication interface is NMEA 2000 protocol. Also, a pair of electronic sensors 11 

with NMEA 2000 network for measuring fuel flow was used. In addition to these, a multisensor with NMEA 2000 12 

network was provided, and installed on the ship for measuring sea water flow velocity, depth.   13 

3. Modelling and determination of parameters for control applications 14 

A mathematical model of ship motions was studied according to grey box method for the ship roll motion reduction 15 

controller. Six degrees of freedom nonlinear ship dynamics under environmental and loading conditions, can be 16 

simplified to a single degree of freedom roll motion depending on pitch and heave motions to be used in simulation 17 

studies (Newman, 1977; Milgram, 2003; Vanden Berg, 1991). Before the real-time an advanced active fin system 18 

control performance evaluations, necessary simulation studies were carried out by utilizing experimental data to obtain 19 

hydrodynamic coefficients and other ship dynamic characteristics from full-scale measurement tests on Marti (Ertogan, 20 

et al., 2016). The equation of a single degree of freedom roll motion depending on pitch and heave motions is given as 21 

(1). (𝐼𝐼 + 𝐴𝐴)∅̈(𝑡𝑡) + �𝐵𝐵1𝑇𝑇∅∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺
�����(𝑡𝑡)

𝜋𝜋2
� ∅̇(𝑡𝑡) + �𝐵𝐵23𝑇𝑇∅

2∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����(𝑡𝑡)

16𝜋𝜋2
� ∅̇(𝑡𝑡)�∅̇(𝑡𝑡)� + �∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����(𝑡𝑡)�∅(𝑡𝑡) 22 

= 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑡𝑡) + 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡)                                                                      (1) 23 
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    The definitions of symbols in (1) are as follows;   ∅, the ship’s roll angle around the longitudinal axis, I, mass 1 

moment of inertia, A, added mass moment of inertia, 𝐵𝐵1,𝐵𝐵2, roll damping moment proportional to a ship roll velocity, 2 

𝑇𝑇∅, natural roll frequency, ∆, ship displacement,  𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����, righting moment arm, MSW, moment of sea wave forces, and  MC, 3 

moment of an active fin system.  4 

An inclining experiment was carried out to calculate the vertical center of gravity (VCG) for Marti. In order to find the 5 

damping coefficient, the fins were actuated in calm sea conditions to force Marti to start a rolling motion a variety of 6 

speeds. As soon as the fins were stopped, the ship’s roll motion was recorded by using the tilt sensor. Natural period 𝑇𝑇∅ 7 

at every a ship’s speed was calculated according to the records. The time history of the measured roll angles at 7 knot is 8 

given in Fig. 6. To find the damping characteristics of Marti, on the roll decay curve ∅, on the axis of abscissas, a 9 

tangent to the curve is drawn for each period. The decrement in ∅, 𝛿𝛿∅ ≈ − 𝑑𝑑∅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

, values can be found by measuring the 10 

slopes of these tangent lines. The expression for the resulting damping is given in (2), and shown in Fig. 7. Since K1 11 

and K2 coefficients are found, nonlinear damping moment coefficients, D and E in (3) can be calculated according to 12 

(4). This procedure was repeated for Marti at variable speeds (Sabuncu, 1993). 13 

− 𝑑𝑑∅
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝐾𝐾1∅ + 𝐾𝐾2∅2                                               (2) 14 

𝐵𝐵∅̇ = 𝐷𝐷∅̇ + 𝐸𝐸∅̇2                                                (3) 15 

𝐷𝐷 = 𝜋𝜋2𝐾𝐾1
𝑇𝑇∅∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����

 , 𝐸𝐸 = 16𝜋𝜋2𝐾𝐾2
3𝑇𝑇∅

2∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����
                                                    (4) 16 

 17 

Fig. 6. Natural roll damping of Marti in calm sea condition. 18 
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 1 

Fig. 7. Fitted curve of natural roll damping  2 

Nonlinear restoring moment in (1)  ∆𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����, is calculated according to roll motion depending on heave and pitch motions 3 

by using Maxsurf-HydromaxTM  program. A sea spectrum was chosen according to the sea trial measurements such as 4 

roll, pitch motions, and heave motions, sea wave height, and wind speed by using Maxsurf-SeakeepingTM  program. In 5 

addition to these, the Froude-Krylov Hypothesis and diffraction moment methods were utilized for modelling the sea 6 

wave disturbance model and plugged into the right-hand-side of (1) MSW. The high difference between one degree 7 

freedom roll motion depending on heave and pitch motions and one degree of freedom linear roll motion equations is 8 

shown on Fig. 8. 9 

 10 

Fig. 8. Comparison of the linear and the nonlinear roll motion equations 11 

In the second stage of the hydraulically actuated stabilizer fin system, a hydraulic control and fin-shaft mechanic 12 

systems were designed to be adapted a ship stabilizer system to each type of a ship. A hydraulic system was modelled 13 

as grey box method to be studied a hydraulic control system. A linear modelling of a hydraulic system can be used to 14 

obtain a system’s delay and overshoot for controlling purposes. However, limits and capacities of hydraulic components 15 
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cannot be examined carefully with this approach. Due to this deficiency, a hydraulic system with ship roll motion, fins, 1 

and controllers was parametrically modelled. Every component can be changed and resized easily including ship, fins, 2 

hydraulic components and controllers with the help of the parametric modelling.  3 

Hydraulic components including pump, accumulator, pressure relief valve, proportional valve, asymmetric cylinder, 4 

cylinder friction, and dynamical change of oil bulk modulus were modelled by combining catalogue data, bode 5 

diagrams, nonlinear equations. Full scale sea trials were made, after the hydraulic components were assembled on 6 

Volcano71. Then, collected experiment data was compared to simulation results. The nonlinear model also was used to 7 

solve some problems encountered in experiments. The problem was identified as fast reference alteration of roll 8 

controller caused by big roll angles according to high wave amplitudes. A reference signal, simulation, and 9 

experimental data are shown on Fig. 9. The simulation, and experimental data were obtained relatively close. In 10 

simulation environment, pump pressure and maximum flow were adjusted to find the reason for faulty traction. The 11 

possibility of inadequate pressure according to vessel speed was eliminated. To solve this, pump displacement was 12 

increased in simulation environment. The hydraulic system’s response was accelerated and error was reduced with 13 

higher flow rates (Jelali and Kroll, 2003; Zihnioglu, et al., 2016).  14 

 15 

Fig. 9. The reference signal for fin attack angle, and the feedback signals from the potentiometers during the sea trials 16 
and simulation studies in severe sea wave condition (Zihnioglu, et al., 2016). 17 
 18 
Another project was studied on optimal trim control of a high speed craft. The purpose of controller design can be to 19 

convert a manual trim system to an automatic controller, or to improve an existing controller. The mathematical model 20 

should represent the dynamic behaviour of a high speed craft and be useful for these control applications. Nonlinear 21 

dynamic model of pitch and surge motions of a high-speed craft was studied as black box method by using sea trials’ 22 

data so that an optimal trim controller could be designed based on the obtained nonlinear model. The purposes of 23 

dynamic trim control are fuel efficiency, safety, comfort of passenger in a vessel. Dynamic modelling of a high speed 24 
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craft was studied by system identification (SI) methods such as state-space, AutoRegressive eXogenous (ARX) and 1 

Neural Networks (NNs) methods with sea trial data of Volcano71. A part of the collecting experiment data in several 2 

sea conditions was used to train the model, another part of the experiment data was used to validate the model. The 3 

most accurate dynamic model of a high speed craft was obtained by using NN method in SI methods (Ertogan, et al., 4 

2017).  5 

Furthermore, another black box modelling was studied for an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV). A fully actuated 6 

AUV named as Delphin2 was developed at the University of Southampton. Its particulars are defined in Philips, et al. 7 

(2009). Its actuators are a propeller, the two vertical and horizontal thrusters placed in its front and aft, and the tails 8 

placed on horizontal and vertical axes. The AUV’s coupled depth-pitch motions was modelled by using the collecting 9 

test data. The tests were realized as hover and flight style operations for  altitude (vertical distance from bottom of the 10 

tank) range between 0.3 m -  1 m,  in Lamont Towing Tank belonging to the University of Southampton, approx. 1.0 m 11 

depth, 2 m width, and 30 m length.  The flight style operations were repeated for low, medium, and high speeds as the 12 

propeller’s control signals  at 10, 16, 22 (approx. 0.42 m/s, 0.82 m/s, 1.03 m/s).  13 

The coupled depth and pitch motions of the AUV was modelled by using NN method. The inputs and outputs are 14 

illustrated on Fig. 10. Altitude values measured by an altimeter were used instead of depth (vertical distance from water 15 

surface) for the NN modelling. The past values’ number of the outputs as 7, and the past values’ number of the inputs as 16 

5 were determined, so NN model with 34 inputs, and 2 outputs  was used.  17 

 18 

Fig. 10. The input and output signals for a dynamic model of depth-pitch motions of AUV.   19 

This model includes two hidden layers. The neurons’ number of the first, and the second hidden layers are the same as 20 

7. As a result of practices, the log- sigmoid activation function for the first hidden layer, and the tan- sigmoid activation 21 

function for the second hidden layer were chosen, and the gradient descent with momentum and adaptive learning rate 22 
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backpropagation algorithm was used for training of the NN model. The training input, and output data for this model 1 

are shown in Fig. 11.                           2 

 3 

Fig. 11. Training input and output data for a coupled depth-pitch motions’ ANN modelling 4 

After the NN model was trained, it was validated by using test data. The comparisons between the NN model outputs 5 

and training, and validation data of depth, and pitch motions are shown in Fig. 12, and 13, respectively. Correlation 6 

coefficient (R), mean square error (mse), and normalized mean square error (nmse) values for the outputs of the depth-7 

pitch motions NN model according to test data are given in Table 1.  8 

 9 

Fig. 12.  Comparison between the NN model outputs and training, and validation data of depth motions 10 
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 1 

Fig. 13.  Comparison between the NN model outputs and training, and validation data of pitch motions 2 

Table 1: R, mse, and nmse values for the outputs of the depth-pitch motions NN model according to test data. 3 

 Altitude, m Pitch Angle, deg. 

 Training 
data 

Validation 
data 

Training 
data 

Validation 
data 

R 0.93 0.88 0.93 0.89 

mse 0.003 0.004 0.429 0.508 

nmse 0.85 0.75 0.84 0.77 

4.  Operations and control of marine mechatronic systems 4 

Identifying measurement, actuator, and controller systems, setup and operation of mechatronic systems, controller 5 

tuning and performance evaluation are significant processes for real time control systems. These subjects are explained 6 

through the experiences on ship roll motion reduction hydraulically actuated control system, and trim control of a high 7 

speed craft in this section.  8 

4.1 Operations of the marine mechatronic systems’ prototypes  9 

The drivers of the actuator systems can be chosen whether an open-loop controller or a closed-loop controller. An open 10 

control system is independent of a process output. It doesn’t use feedback signal to determine for achieving a reference 11 

signal. A closed loop control system has feedback loop to correct any errors according to set value. The controller of the 12 

actuator needs to be programmed as cascaded in a main controller. For example, there are some options, such as a servo 13 

valve, a proportional valve, or on-off valve for the hydraulic valves in a ship roll motion reduction hydraulically 14 

actuated controller system. A servo valve has a closed-loop control for a cylinder’s position control of a cylinder. A 15 
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proportional valve has an open-loop control. If a precision position control is essential for a mechatronic system, a 1 

closed-loop control can be programmed for a proportional valve with a position sensor such as LVDT. Furthermore, an 2 

on-off valve can be derived as proportional by Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) programming. A servo valve is the 3 

most expensive actuator in the hydraulic valves. An on-off valve has the least cost according to the other two actuator. 4 

A pair of servo valves were used in the ship roll motion reduction control system. The real-time closed-loop control 5 

block diagram of the hydraulic driven active fin system is shown in Fig. 14 (Ertogan, et al., 2016). The ship roll motion 6 

reduction controller sends fin attack angles, sent as reference to the hydraulic servo system, are measured using 7 

potentiometers placed on the system. 8 

 9 

Fig. 14. The closed-loop control block diagram of the ship roll motion reduction system. 10 

Furthermore, there are options for an actuator system, such as a hydraulic system with variable speed pump, or an 11 

electrical system for an actuator system of a stabilizer active fin system. A hydraulic system with variable speed pump 12 

does not need valve, and can be controlled by the pump. There is less energy loss in the system, because the flow rate in 13 

the system can be provided as needed. However, the closed-loop position control of the stabilizer fin system for 14 

variable pump hydraulic system is more difficult than the conventional hydraulic system. Although an electrical 15 

actuator system for the stabilizer fin system takes less space and less complex than the hydraulic system, it should be 16 

studied on capability of forward, and reverse rotations of an electric motor up to 1 Hz, or 2 Hz.  17 

An active trim control of a high speed craft were actuated an interceptor, or a trim tab systems (Ertogan et al., 2015, 18 

2017). An interceptor system needs less power than a trim tab system at the same dynamic force. In some applications, 19 

it may not possible to take feedback signal to drive the actuators, so the calibration process based on changing 20 

application areas is very important. An interceptor/trim tab systems are generally have electrical actuators and open-21 

loop control drivers, so position calibration according to sending signals in sea condition states is significant before the 22 

control applications.  23 
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A ship’s motion measurement system should be identified according to a project’ requirements and budget. In the first 1 

stage of the ship roll motion reduction control project, 2D-tilt sensor was used, so roll and pitch motions of the ship 2 

could be measured. Velocities and accelerations of these motions were calculated by using the derivative and filtering 3 

methods which are explained in Section 4.2.  4 

As a controller system, an embedded computer system may preferred for rapid prototyping of a marine mechatronic 5 

system, so a designed control algorithm can be programmed easier with a high-level program language. In real marine 6 

applications, PLC systems are generally preferred because of uninterrupted working and having the required 7 

certifications.  8 

An analog electronic card might be preferred for the systems requiring classic Proportional-Integrative-Derivative (PID) 9 

controllers because of its rapid respond time, variety and simplicity (O’Dwyer, 2009). The PID analog drivers were 10 

used for the hydraulic system of the ship roll motion reduction active fin system. The more complexity a system has, 11 

the higher the specifications of its controller must have. However, the more capacity, and execution time they have, the 12 

higher cost they have. So, an industrial electronic card including a microcontroller should be produced in series 13 

production of a marine equipment because of its cost efficiency. Although it has a high cost in the first certification 14 

process, its cost will be reduced in its series production.  15 

4.2 Measurement, noise, derivative problems, and filtering methods 16 

In real-time, closed-loop control applications, there are problems such as noisy measurements and derivative processes. 17 

Butterworth filters are frequency based digital filters. The common problem encountered in using Butterworth filters is 18 

the phase delay problem (Butterworth, 1930). The comparison between the averaging filter and first-order low pass 19 

Butterworth filter applications on noisy roll angle measurement is shown in Fig. 15. The decision should be made that 20 

the phase delay problem can be tolerated, or not, according to a sensor’s signal output frequency range, and the closed-21 

loop time of an application.  22 
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 1 

Fig. 15. Comparison of filtering methods for noisy measurement data 2 

Also, derivation of the position signal data may be required, either to reduce feedback signals, or doesn’t have an 3 

alternative sensor for measuring velocity. A general derivative process is the Euler method, but this method may not 4 

give accurate results. An efficient velocity estimation algorithm is Enhanced Differentiator (ED) (Su, et al., 2006). 5 

Also, ED method can be used for filtering noisy signal data. For this velocity estimation application, ED method is 6 

given in (5) and (6). �̂�𝑝  and 𝑣𝑣� represent the estimated position and velocity, respectively. 𝜀𝜀(𝑘𝑘) = �̂�𝑝(𝑘𝑘) − 𝑝𝑝(𝑘𝑘) is the 7 

position estimation error. p is the reference position, T is the sampling period, and k denotes the kth sampling instant. 8 

𝛼𝛼0,𝛼𝛼1,𝛼𝛼2,𝑅𝑅,𝑛𝑛,𝑚𝑚 are design parameters (Su, et al., 2006). In addition to this, 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡, a constant, tuned according to a 9 

sensor’s sampling time,  was added in (5) and (6). For example, if sampling time is 0.01, or 0.05 s, 𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡 should be tuned 10 

10, or 50 respectively. Also, �̂�𝑝  and 𝑣𝑣�, the estimated position and velocity data are complex numbers. The comparison 11 

of the roll velocity measured by a gyro, and the velocity estimation by ED method based on the roll angle measurement 12 

with a tilt sensor is shown in Fig. 16. The ED method estimates the roll velocity successfully. However, the design 13 

parameters need to be tuned differently for offline and real time applications. 14 

�̂�𝑝(𝑘𝑘 + 1) = �̂�𝑝(𝑘𝑘) + ( 𝑇𝑇
𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡

)𝑣𝑣�(𝑘𝑘)                                                            (5) 15 

𝑣𝑣�(𝑘𝑘 + 1) = 𝑣𝑣�(𝑘𝑘) + (𝑇𝑇/𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡)𝑅𝑅2 �−𝛼𝛼0𝜀𝜀(𝑘𝑘) − 𝛼𝛼1�𝜀𝜀(𝑘𝑘)�𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚⁄ − 𝛼𝛼2 �
𝑣𝑣�(𝑘𝑘)
𝑅𝑅
�
𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚⁄

�                  (6) 16 
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 1 

Fig. 16. Application an ED derivative method using a tilt sensor’s data. 2 

Furthermore,  the complementary filter (CF) method (Mahony, et al., 2008) was applied for a low-cost IMU sensor, 3 

MinIMU-9-v2TM. Its simple form equation is given in (7). Every iteration, the Euler angle values are updated with the 4 

new gyroscope values by taking 98% of the current value, and adding 2% of the angle calculated by the accelerometer. 5 

The constants, 0.98 and 0.02 have to add up to 1, and they may be changed to tune the filter properly. The 6 

implementation of  the CF is easier than Kalman Filter (KF), but the CF has to applied in high frequency. The pitch 7 

angle outputs of   the low-cost sensor with the CF and Microstrain 3DM-GX4-45TM  used as reference signal are shown 8 

in Fig. 17. For 50 Hz application,   nmse, 83%, mse, 1.62° were calculated.  9 

Euler angle=0.98*(Euler angle+gyro_data*dt)+0.02*(acceleration_data)                (7)  10 

 11 

Fig. 17. The CF application for the low-cost IMU sensor, and comparison to the referenced IMU including the KF. 12 

4.3 Controller tuning and performance evaluation 13 

Determination of state variables, signal output frequency of feedback sensors, and closed-loop control signal time are 14 

main important issues. Impact of each variable, sample time, and control signal time must be defined by real time 15 
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applications. Controller coefficients of a classic controller, or range of controller coefficients for an advanced controller 1 

must tuned according to full scale experiments. These issues are explained through the implemented projects. 2 

The efficient state variables roll motion angle, roll velocity and acceleration were determined for the ship roll motion 3 

reduction control. It can be  seen from the literature survey that the most common ship roll damping controller is 4 

Proportional-Derivative-Second Derivative (PDD2) using roll amplitude, roll velocity and acceleration variables. This 5 

was also verified by simulations, and full-scale experiments during the study. Increasing the control coefficient Kp of 6 

PDD2 controller shows the influence of increasing the ship’s metacentric height 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����. So, the coefficient Kp is effective 7 

in reducing the rolling period of the ship. Reducing the amplitude of the roll motion depends on Kd which is the 8 

coefficient of the roll velocity error. The roll acceleration coefficient, 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑2 , increases the roll period. 𝐾𝐾𝑑𝑑2  coefficient is 9 

effective in reducing a ship’s 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����. If there isn’t the possibility to do an inclining experiment, a ship’s 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺����� may be 10 

calculated according to an empirical equation in (8) where C is a constant, approximately equal to 0.40 for merchant 11 

ships, B is the width expressed in feet, and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺����� is expressed in feet. Natural roll period time series data, 𝑇𝑇∅ is measured 12 

in calm sea at zero speed (Burger and Corbet, 1966).  13 

𝑇𝑇∅ = 𝐶𝐶∗𝐵𝐵
√𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺�����

                                                                                            (8) 14 

The performance efficiency of a ship’s roll motion reduction with an active fin system was evaluated according to the 15 

total percentage damping ratio, 𝜌𝜌 and the statistical roll motion reduction constant, F. The total percentage of roll 16 

motion reduction, 𝜌𝜌 describes the decrease in the overall degree of stabilized motion compared with that of unstabilized 17 

motion. As a general method for the performance evaluation of the percentage of roll motion damping ratio, shown as 18 

𝜌𝜌, is given in (9). One of PDD2 controller applications with PLC on Volcano 71 is shown in Fig. 18, while the 19 

controller was open and closed, respectively. PDD2 control was provide %76 roll motion reduction.𝜌𝜌[%] = 100 ∗20 

�1 − 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑  𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑 𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑠𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

�                                                   (9) 21 

In this calculation, the total roll motion reduction ratio is evaluated as total roll angles; however, it does not make any 22 

distinction between small and large roll angles in terms of proportions. The statistical roll motion reduction constant 23 

(F), allows one to distinguish between small and large roll angles. The higher F constant is, the better the performance 24 

the stabilizer controller has (Krosys, 2010). 25 

 26 
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 1 

Fig. 18.  Roll motion was measured while PDD2 control was on and off respectively, on Volcano 71, in the sea trials. 2 

The cumulative probability of exceeding a given roll angle, x, is calculated with the Rayleigh Distribution as 𝑒𝑒�−
𝑥𝑥2

2𝑚𝑚0
� � 3 

where m0 is the mean square value of roll angles. The area under the spectrum of stabilized and unstabilized roll angles 4 

is calculated with equations 𝑒𝑒�−
𝑥𝑥2

2𝑚𝑚0𝑠𝑠
� �  and  𝑒𝑒�−

𝑥𝑥2
2𝑚𝑚0𝑢𝑢
� � respectively. Then F coefficient is given in (10).  5 

𝑠𝑠
�−𝑥𝑥

2
2𝑚𝑚0𝑠𝑠� �

𝑠𝑠�−
𝑥𝑥2

2𝑚𝑚0𝑢𝑢� �
= 𝑒𝑒�−𝐹𝐹𝑥𝑥2�, 𝐹𝐹 = 1

2𝑚𝑚0𝑠𝑠
�1 − 2𝑚𝑚0𝑠𝑠

2𝑚𝑚0𝑢𝑢
�                                                                   (10) 6 

The percent damping ratio ζ  depending on F coefficient for any given roll angle x is calculated as in (11).  7 

ζ [%] = �1 − 𝑒𝑒(−𝐹𝐹∗𝑥𝑥2)� ∗ 100                                                              (11) 8 

By using (11), a better distinction can be made between small and large roll angles’ damping. Thus, the performance of 9 

the active fin controller can be evaluated in more detail. For example; damping ratios for exceeding each roll angle can 10 

be calculated when F damping coefficient values are 0.03 and 0.04. For a stabilizer giving F=0.03, the number of rolls 11 

greater than 5°  is reduced by 53%. If F is increased 0.04, the reduction will be 63%. 12 

For the comfort of passengers and crew members of ships, inertial forces caused by ship motion must remain under 13 

certain limit values. For example, if the heave acceleration exceeds 1/10 of gravitational acceleration, passengers and 14 

crew experience the symptoms of seasickness. (12) is given between the roll amplitude and the roll acceleration with 15 

the assumption of a simple harmonic roll motion to analyse the heave acceleration (Newman, 1977; Sabuncu, 1993). 16 

Due to the requirement of  �̈�𝑧 ≤ 0.1𝑔𝑔, the largest angular displacement for the roll acceleration is calculated using (13). 17 

For example, Marti’s beam is taken as   B=4.5 m for the calculations. ∅𝒂𝒂, the largest angular displacement of roll 18 

motion and 𝜔𝜔∅, the angular frequency of roll motion are determined. 𝑇𝑇∅ , is the natural roll period in calm sea 19 
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conditions and measured for Marti as 4 seconds. Hence, the maximum amplitude of roll acceleration was calculated as 1 

10 ° 𝑠𝑠2⁄ . 2 

�̈�𝑧 = 𝐵𝐵
2
∅̈ = 𝐵𝐵

2
∅𝑠𝑠𝜔𝜔∅

2                                                                         (12) 3 

∅𝑠𝑠 ≤ 0.1𝑔𝑔 �𝑇𝑇∅
2𝜋𝜋
�
2 2
𝐵𝐵
                                                                        (13) 4 

The fin attack angle and angular velocity must not exceed the saturation values for the active fin stabilizer system to 5 

work efficiently. Mechanically, the fin attack angle must be within maximum of  𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 = ∓30°. The maximum fin 6 

attack angular velocity may be applied as �̇�𝛼𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑥𝑥 = ∓30 ° 𝑠𝑠⁄  .However, the saturation value of the fin attack angle 7 

velocity varies with hydrodynamic effects depending on the speed of the ship and sea conditions, so the maximum fin 8 

attack angular velocity should be changed as nonlinear. 9 

In another project as optimum trim control, after the installation of an interceptor, and a trim tab systems on Volcano 10 

71, the systems were operated manually in several sea conditions, shown in Fig. 19, for system identification purposes, 11 

and determining sampling time, and response time.  12 

 13 

Fig.  19. Manual control of the interceptor/trim tab system 14 

The positions of the interceptor, and trim tab systems were open loop controlled, and they were operated separately. 15 

The control time of the interceptor/trim tab system was implemented as 3 s, and 5 s, because a GPS’ delay response 16 

time as 2-3 s was taken into account, for first its manual control applications during sea trials, and the sample time for 17 

the GPS aided IMU sensor was implemented as 0.1 s. However, it was determined that the control period had to be 18 

longer such as 20 s after many applications.  The sampling time wasn’t be changed because the GPS aided IMU’ data 19 

was used for the modelling, and required to be filtered.  The results of the sea trials have been proved that an optimum 20 

position of the interceptor/trim tab system should be changed as automatically to obtain maximum a ship’s speed at 21 

constant an engine power according to changing environmental conditions.  The sample of the applications is shown in 22 

Fig. 20. 23 

 24 
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 1 

 2 

Fig. 20.  Responses of the trim tab positions, 40%, and 65% at constant an engine power during changing 3 

environmental conditions 4 

5.  Conclusions and future works 5 

In this paper, the definition of ship motion modelling according to control applications, the methods of data acquisition, 6 

signal processing and filtering, the particulars of the controllers, the sensors and the features of the communication 7 

types were reviewed. The presented modelling, and signal conditioning methods for marine control systems were 8 

proved by the case studies. Furthermore, the required characteristics of marine control systems such as sampling time, 9 

closed loop control time, identification of model, and control parameters were defined based on the experiences of the 10 

realized projects. Also, the applied methods of controller tuning and performance evaluation were presented. In addition 11 

to these, insight into the selection of hardware and software components for mechatronic applications in marine 12 

engineering was provided.  13 

Nonlinear grey box method applications on ship roll motion, a hydraulic system of a ship roll motion reduction control 14 

system, and Neural Network (NN) modelling for a coupled pitch-surge motions of a high speed craft were presented as 15 

the case studies. Also, NN modelling for coupled depth-pitch motions of a fully actuated AUV was applied, and 16 

obtained high fitting ratios.  17 

 For measurement process, an efficient velocity estimation method, Enhanced Differentiator (ED) was applied, and 18 

obtained good results according to a referenced gyro sensor. Also, Complementary Filter (CF) method was 19 

implemented for a low-cost IMU sensor, compared to a referenced IMU sensor including Kalman Filter code. As a 20 
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result of this application, nearly good enough fitting ratio was obtained.  The CF application frequency may be increase 1 

to increase performance. 2 

The ongoing projects are as follows: Pitch-heave motion reduction control system of a high speed craft is currently 3 

studied as a continuation of optimal automatic trim control system. Also, the turning radius can be keep smaller and 4 

safe during manoeuvres in several speed and sea conditions by using an interceptor or stern driving system of a high 5 

speed craft. The collecting data with sea trials is ongoing for two applications. In addition to these, dynamic position 6 

control of AUVs is carried on as theoretical and practical studies. Furthermore, the ride control which involves both 7 

pitch and roll motion control for high speed vessels will be studied in the future. 8 
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